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Meet  The   Photographer
I’ve been shooting weddings as a lead since 2016, after 5 years second shooting 

and assisting my talented friends over at Square Side Studio in Leitchfield, KY. In 
all that time, I’ve shot somewhere around three dozen weddings, which means 

I’m an old pro at wrangling rowdy groups and keeping the show on track. My 
style has been described as romantic and journalistic by past clients and “like 

something in a magazine!” by my sweet momma. I travel between Leitchfield 
and Tallahassee, FL where I share a home with my husband, Joshua and special 

needs cat Cooper (he’s a nasty boy and we love him).  My interests are playing 
D&D, watching old movies, and trying to perfect a macaroni and cheese recipe. 
Outside of photography, my time is spent listening to conspiracy and true crime 

podcasts, hiking our local trails, and visiting local breweries. But, my favorite 
thing to do is meet loving couples and document the best day of their lives. If 
that sounds like something you’d be into - shoot me an email and set up a con-

sultation! We’ll get a bite to eat and talk about your story!



The complaint we hear most often from couples after their wedding day is that 
they were so busy and overwhelmed, they didn’t get to fully experience the 
event they spent months (or years) planning. Our detail-oriented, journalistic 
approach to wedding photography ensures that every time you look through the 
photographs from your wedding day you’ll be reminded of the major events 
and personal details alike. 
With over 30+ weddings captured since 2011, we are confident in our skills and 
approach to capturing your once-in-a-lifetime event. Beyond capturing stunning 
images, our goal is to make sure your day is as comfortable as possible.  We’ve 
wrapped bouquets, pinned boutonnieres, commanded crowds, and danced the 
night away at almost all of our weddings. 
Our packages are the end result of years of figuring out what works best for 
both photographer and client. While the official packages outlined in this packet 
will cover most couples’ wedding coverage needs, we‘re always open to dis-
cussing a bespoke photographic experience that caters to your specific tastes. 
All of our packages include edited images on USB. However, we can always 
show a variety of printed products at your request. We want our clients to love 
their prints as much as we do. Every product we offer is printed through a pro-
fessional, US-based photo lab that caters specifically to professional photogra-
phers. Additional products can be ordered with any package and we’re always 
more than happy to go over some of our favorites with you. 



The Deluxe | 2500  
10 Hours
Engagement or post wedding “We Did” Session with Gallery Download. 
Two Photographers
One 10x10, 20 page album or One Wall Art print (framed print or canvas). 
Edited JPEG Images on USB. 



The Essential | 1800
6 hours 
Engagement or “We Did” Session with Gallery Download. 
Two Photographers
Edited JPEG Images - USB



The  Lite | 900
3 hours

Solo Photographer
Edited JPEG Images - Gallery Download
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Q) Do you accept inspiration boards or image checklists?

A) Absolutely! We love our pinterest boards as well! However, we cannot guarantee that we’ll 
be able to replicate every shot requested and our ability to deliver requested images is com-
pletely dependent on the wedding day timeline going according to plan. For this reason, we 
love to meet with our clients in person to go over the wedding day timeline together and work 
out as many kinks and wrinkles as possible ahead of time!

Q) Do you have lighting equipment? Are you comfortable shooting in very dark venues?

A) We use on and off camera flashes on professional DSLR bodies with excellent low light 
performance as well as professional grade post processing programs that give us additional 
flexibility to beautifully light your ceremony or reception. Some churches do not allow artificial 
lighting during the ceremony, however, so we must respect house rules in that situation. 

Q) Do you include all the photos you take on the USB?

A) We do not, but I promise we only cut images that are repetitive, blurry, under or over 
exposed, or feature one of you halfway blinking while chowing down on some tasty treats at 
your reception. A full day of wedding coverage will usually result in somewhere between 400 
and 600 images, depending on the events and specifics of your day. That’s a ton of photos 
and so far we haven’t had a client who felt like something was missing from their day after 
recieving their images. 

Q) Can we have the unedited or RAW files?

A) RAW files are just that: raw. They have to be processed to reach their full potential and then 
exported in order to be printed or posted online. Part of the service we offer is the toning, 
processing, and finishing of your images. It’s not unusual for us to spend 20-30 hours culling, 
editing, and exporting a wedding in addition to the time spent shooting the event. If you have 
a question or concern about the editing of your images, you can absolutely go over that with 
us in your pre-wedding consultation and if you have any issues scaling an image for a certain 
print size, we’re more than happy to work with you on a file-to-file basis. 

Q) How long before we recieve our wedding images and products?

A) Weddings are edited and USB’s delivered within 8 weeks of the wedding date. 
Products are usually delievered within 4 weeks of ordering. Specialty items like albums may 
take longer, as we offer two layout revisions before ordering the finalized book to ensure client 
satisfaction.

Have a question you don’t see here? Shoot us an email or social message and we’ll get back 
to you with the answer in no time!

FAQ



Than k Yo u 
& Have a 

Ki ckass Day!

kayli n G o o d man.co m
kayg o o d@kayli n g o o d man.co m

@kayg o o d ph oto


